In Fig.4 This means that the '6-y' lattice misfit in DSK3 alloy is great. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the The following phenomena can be seen in Fig.7 and Fig.8 The fact that no J-fringe i s observed at '(-I' interface in the initialstate specimen of DSK9 means that the lattice misfit of -f-P is very small. Not only is the dislocation groups similar to that of DSK3 observed in specimens after 0.10 to 5.0 hr creep at stress of 64'7.3 PLN/m', but stacking fault is discovered in many matrix Y' as reported in references (6) and (7) ( Fig.9 ).
It means that at the primary creep stage, dislocations not only glide freely in matrix Y, but shear y1 particles as well.
In Fig.10 , the electron diffraction image of CCK3 alloy after 5 hra creep at '76O'C and 723.5 MN/m', shows the large size of ff' particles, the high density of dislocation network at Y-Y' interface, and that there is hardly any observable stacking fault and dislocation pairs in Y'. All this is similar to that of i)SK3 alloy. However, it is likely that the dislocations of two groups of Burgers vector %a<llO> react, and regular 2-dimensional dislocation network at Y-Y' interface can be observed (F'ig.11).
Calculation and measurement of lattice misfit
The lattice constant and the lattice misfit of r and y' in DSK9, DSKS, DSK17GW and DSK3 alloys are calculated by using the formulas suggested in reference (8), in which the composition of Y and -(I phases is obtained from Table 3 .
In order to testify the accuracy of the above calcula~tion, the effective distance, d, which is 494 1 , between the dislocation lines at r-Y1 interface in DSK3 specimen after 5,000 hrs ageing at 850°C is measured. Table 4 I . 
